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Fabiola Fajardo: “My philosophy is that we need to set our 
clients up for success so that they can manage their 

business on their own. On a more personal note, I think 
about my kids and the way that I am raising them - about 

the values that I want them to grow up with.”

Kristy Lapidus: “Without it we are nothing. Our ancestors lived with respect and care for nature. If we can re-awaken that sacred commitment, we can heal the world.”

What is your take on sustainability?



John Cramer: “The word sustainability is a divisive 

term. I manage a large Medicaid program for a 

healthcare organization and with all of the turbulence 

surrounding healthcare policy with the current 

administration, has come to mean uncertainty as to 

whether their patients will get the care they need.”

Karen Fitzgerald: “Originally, I would have said being able to have long-term solutions that can adapt to changing climates, but after our syllabus orientation, I realize there are numerous definitions to sustainability. I am starting to understand that, but am looking forward to seeing the definitions unfold as the program goes on.” 

What is your take on sustainability?



James Jackman: ”I see our work and studies as an 

exercise in sustainability of the human spirit.  I see the 

effects of caustic cultures in work environments 

showing up in how the earth is treated.  I believe that 

treating people in a sustainably better manner will 

lead to them treating the earth and environment 
better.  It is about culture.”

What is your take on sustainability?

Nick Tobey: “Business has evolved from sustainability as 

a fad, to being a vital strategic tool that is both 

financially and ethically beneficial for our world… gives 

me hope that our next generation will be more prepared 

to handle the challenges that society will face in the 

future.”



Our Values



Karen: 
Loyal, fun-loving, 
family oriented

John: 
Path to personal 
truth and goals

Kristy:
Continual 

metamorphosis
 

Fabiola: 
Lift off to full 

potential

Nick: 
Resilient, complex, 

loving

Our SPirit 
Animals

James: 
Soaring, and seeing

beyond  



Top of mind coming into the MSOD journey...

“Excited, nervous, scared and, oh so happy!”

“What new concepts and techniques will I learn to help me gain knowledge and 
expertise? Who are the other members of the Phi Prime cohort? What are they like? 
What will I learn from them?”

“Personal development and growth.  My aim is to attain a sense of clarity in purpose 
and thought in each moment - which I can leverage to help organizations and 
communities have a positive and sustainable impact on the world.”



“I'm looking forward toward personal development and growth. When I met with my 
alum partner she indicated that was the biggest surprise that came out of the program. 
I am looking for something that will propel me forward. I'm hoping that through this 
program I can arrive at that next step.”

“My transition into fatherhood and continuing my journey to develop myself so I 
can be the best dad, husband and teammate that I can be.”

Top of mind coming into the MSOD journey...

“The growth and development and personal transformation promised by the program 
excites and scares me.  Am I who  I think I am, can I do more than what I say I can 
do?”



Our Heretic Idols

Kurt Lewin

Pelagius

Douglas McGregorRobert Tannenbaum

Willis Harman

Pierre Wack
Robert Blake



What was the specific draw of the Pepperdine MSOD program and what are 
you hoping to get out of it?

“Love the focus on personal development and 
discovering more about myself. Sometimes you 
feel like you know it all and sometimes you feel 
like you know nothing. I just fell in love with OD! 

I was at a crossroads where I could continue 
down the path that I was in, but going down that 
path, I did not feel I would fulfill my potential and 
my destiny. I felt like I needed to do this to bring 
me closer to my life's purpose. I did not look at 
other programs because I knew of this program 
from working with it at Intel a number of years 
ago. 

I remember former colleagues talking about 
Pepperdine OD experts as well so I kept hearing 
about it. The Christian values it is based on and 
the online aspects of the program drew me to it 
as well. 

Traveling and interacting with different cultures 
excites me - it is one of the pieces that I am 
looking forward to the most. It is scary and 
exciting at the same time.”

“Self transformation through self-discovery and a focus on sustainability. 
I also was intent upon attending a program that was in the business 
school rather than psychology or education and found this program to be 
a wonderful alternative to an MBA with its focus on the people side of 
business. I was also specifically drawn in by the online access and 
global work experience.”

“Reputation and my desire to find a program designed around the 
outcomes needed to get to the next phase of my career arc. My 
business acumen is advanced but I am more passionate about 
helping others achieve their goals and sharing my knowledge than I 
am about other business roles. 

I need to understand the foundations around OD to be able to apply 
new tools to help my clients move their organizations forward. Longer 
term, I envision consulting, possibly teaching - creating independent 
income streams with this knowledge. 

The VUCA environment that organizations will be forced to operate in 
will be rapidly accelerating over the next 20 years. This program will 
give me the tools to be able to make a positive contribution to society 
while building a career around my interests.”



What was the specific draw of the Pepperdine MSOD program and what are 
are hoping to get out of it?

“After being in recruiting and HR for over 7 
years, I knew I did not want a master’s 
degree in HR and felt OD was a better fit 
for me, my learning, and career ambitions. 
So, I needed to find an OD program that 
suited me. I couldn’t find any local 
programs except for USF, but by the time I 
seriously decided to pursue it, I was in 
Roseville. Because of that, I knew I 
needed some sort of online program. 

After sorting through numerous programs, I 
kept coming back to Pepperdine. Firstly, 
the international exposure is one I could 
not find in any other program. I have 
worked with larger organizations and felt 
gaining the international experience could 
set me up career-wise if I chose to go that 
route. I also felt like this program was more 
dynamic than others I had seen. I am a 
hands-on learner so being able to work 
with the cohort will make the material come 
alive.”

“I knew I was ready to return to school and was looking for a 
program that would challenge me and my world view. I was 
considering a graduate program in Creativity and Change 
Leadership at another university when I heard about the 
Pepperdine MSOD program from a colleague. I decided to check it 
out. I was so intrigued by the application process. I talked with four 
second-year students in the last cohort and the more I learned, the 
more I knew I wanted to be in the next cohort.”

“My business & life partner is a member of the Psi class of 1997.  
Over the years, I have heard so much about the personal growth 
and development she gained, knowing that I would never get the 
experience, and secretly dreaming.  
Then in April of this year we attended an HRSF event on a 
technological change on the horizon.  I believe the change will 
cause a major cultural shift in corporate and large systems 
employment arenas.  I knew I wanted to be a part of it, so, I asked 
how could I be a player? The answer came back: have a master’s 
degree like the MSOD.  I said I do not do “like” an MSOD  I want an 
MSOD! So I applied and got accepted!  



“One does not discover new lands without consenting to lose sight 
of shore for a very long time.”

Andre Gide


